
English Teachers of Years 3 – 6

Helping Children

Achieve Greater

Depth Writing

TUESDAY  22ND  NOVEMBER  2022

4 .00PM  –  6 .00PM

This training will introduce some key approaches to

develop KS2 children’s writing so that they both

achieve greater depth and enjoy writing. It will focus

on how short-burst writing followed by model texts

can be used to develop key writing tools so that

children can increasingly use these effectively in

their own writing. This will be combined with

exploring how rich reading influences writing so that

children are learning from and inspired by the best

of writing.



CL ICK  HERE  TO  REG I S TER

SAT I P S  MEMBER  SCHOOLS  EARLY

BOOK ING  (PR IOR  TO  4  NOV  2022 )  

SAT I P S  MEMBER  SCHOOLS  (FOR  BOOK INGS

BETWEEN  5  NOV  AND  15  NOV  2022 )

NON -  MEMBER  SCHOOLS

£60

£75

£85

No bookings will be taken after 15 November 2022

The session will be very practical and interactive. The focus will be on

devising engaging language activities that build up a wide range of

writing skills. This enables the children to develop a hook your reader

toolkit in their heads which they can draw on to engage their audience

by creating different effects depending on the purpose of their writing.

Delegates will be provided with a PDF of the presentation prior to the

event to make notes on but will also receive an amended copy after the

event so that they can see the co-constructed changes made during the

presentation. 

Speaker: Julia Strong

Details

Talk for Writing Across the Curriculum (McGraw Hill) 

Talk for Writing in the Early Years (McGraw Hill) 

Jumpstart! Grammar (David Fulton)

Creating Storytellers and Writers (Talk for Writing)

Transforming learning across the curriculum (Talk for Writing) 

Talk for Reading (Talk for Writing) 

Former English teacher and deputy headteacher, Julia later became deputy director of the National

Literacy Trust and director of the National Reading Campaign. She is now Deputy Director of Talk for

Writing and is well-known as an inspiring trainer for both primary and secondary schools. She has

written a wide range of best-selling books related to literacy including these six books co-authored

with Pie Corbett: 

INSET Outline

The Webinar will be online, using Zoom. Delegates will be sent a code by email in order to sign in.

By the end of the training, delegates should have gained in understanding of how to plan and deliver

units of work that progressively build the language patterns  of key writing skills.  

INSET Outcomes

https://satips.org/webinars/how-to-achieve-isi-defined-excellent-teaching-repeated-from-october-12th/
https://satips.org/course/helping-children-achieve-greater-depth-writing

